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Wired to survive but …
Source: http://www.jagdeeprajput.com/Latest%20Large/Approaching-Royal-Bengal-Ti.jpg
Human beings are 
illogical and irrational. 
For most of our 
existence, survival 




decision was more 
important than 
making an accurate 
one. This has meant 
that the human brain 
has developed an 
array of mental 
shortcuts.


















“A lot of kids these days like 
to play games. But now they 
want to make them” … The 
distance between any idea 
and its digital realization is 
shrinking at an enormous 
rate … We are evolving 
towards a digitally 
disruptive economy – a 
world in which everyone 
has the tools they need to 
bring their ideas to the 
market, test them, refine 
them, and eventually 
disrupt the status quo … 
and at almost zero cost.
Democratising of Disruption
“The distance between an idea and the digital realization of 
that idea is now so short - so cheap and so quick - that a 




























Mark Payne (Fahrenheit 212) 
advocates that “Ideas are treated 
not as precious pearls to be 
polished, but as sparks born of 
friction”—because “exposing 
fledgling innovation ideas to the 
tough love of tough questions … 
ensures those ideas can survive in 
the real world of real companies 
placing real bets with real money.”
Most innovations fail because their 
creators didn’t ask tough questions 
at the outset. Payne recommends 
figuring out the most difficult 
practical details first, “even if it 
means teeing up the issues that will 
kill a project now, rather than 
discovering them later.”
Focusing on points of failure
Source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2154839/Black-swan-stands-gatecrashing-group-600-white-ones-ancient-swannery.html
The jet black swan has arrived at Abbotsbury Swannery in Dorset and set up 
home with the resident 600 mute swans - which are all white
Creating a bias for doing …
Source: http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/stone-age-the-art-and-craft-of-paleo-toolmaking-slide-show1/























Thinking like a designer …
Our Design Thinking Process…
















Doing things right versus doing the right things.
Source: http://funnyshit.com.au/img/not-my-job-redux.jpg
Moving from ‘playing not to lose’ to ‘playing to 
win’
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